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How Totalitarian is Plato's Republic?
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1,. Preliminaries
This paper revisits the controversy between Vlastos and Popper on the
nature of the political proposals to be found in Plato's Republic.It may well
seem that thii is a deid iisue, for two reasons.First, the paper's very title
will seem an outdated echo of the Cold War era.t Second, when in 1977
the
vlastos published his critique of Popper's attack on Plato, the furore
Iatter had provoked, with numerous refutations, had already died down,
and Vlastos's piece may well have seemed to be the last nail in its coffin'2
Certainly his atternative analysis has been widely accepted'3
Popper, writing with an all-too-vivid awareness of twentieth century totalitarianism in action, painted a dark and in many ways distorted picture
of plato. But, while by no means offering a full defence of Popper's views,a
'holism, collectivism and totalitarianism'
I shall suggest that his charges of
are not e.,tirety misplaced, and that Vlastos's alternative reading of the political proposals of the Republicpaints an unduly benign picture.
The question, then, is in what sense and to what extent may the political
proporuL in the Republicbedescribed as totalitarian.s The term has a wide
(in
.ur,g" of meanings, and that with which I shall chiefly be concerned
sections 2 and.following) is that in which it asserts some kind of priority of
the state over the individual. But first, to get them out of the way and to set
the scene for the main discussion, I Consider two other senses of the term'
=
The first is taken from the Oxford EnglishDictionary:totalitarian of or Pertaining to a polity (i.e. a state) which permits no rival parties or loyalties'
Given that definition, defenders and critics alike must agree that the Republic's ideal polisis totalitarian. While the polis contains three classes,the
guardians (or rulers), the auxiiiaries (or soldiers), and the lowest class of
iryorkers(or'wage-earners'), these are in no way to be rival political partiesOne class alone is to have powef, and there is no provision for political
parties or other sub-groups contending for office. Rival ioyalties are firmly
Lxcluded, for the guirdiins, by the abolition of marriage and the family,
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and, by implicatiory of other forms of association. The chief aim of all the
arrangements is to have a unified, harmonious and stable polis, with no
source of dissension or rivalry. It is quite evident, then, that the proposed
polis would be totalitarian in this first sense.
The second preliminary sense involves the means of control associated
with the canonical totalitarian regimes: a state using repressive measures to
ensure conformity and to stifle dissent, including lies, state propaganda, and
censorship of free speectr, art, music and literature. popper goes to town in
reciting and condemning all the lies, propaganda and censorship he claims
to find in the proposals for the polis. And of course much of it is there,
though debate will continue to rage over the 'seriousness' of the proposals,
notably the total ban on representative art and literature inRepublic tO. nut
while it is uncontroversial that censorship, lies and propagand.a feature
prominently in the political proposals, I take a different view of the ,lie, over
which Popper waxes most indignant, the gennaion pseudos,noble lie or
fictiory often called the Myth of the Metals, but labelled by popper as plato,s
'Myth
of Blood and soil'.6 In Book 3, after delineating the basis of div{sion
of the three classes, socrates suggests a 'useful fiction', in the form of a
myth, to reconcile each to their appointed place in the polis, whether as
guardiary auxiliary or worker. This place is to be determined by which metal
(gold, silver, or a mix of iron and bronze) is supposedly mixed into them
(414-1'5).But while Popper castigates this as Plato's 'greatest propaganda lie',
he should have made a different criticism. In mythical form, the story of the
metals represents an important truth, not a lie, according to the theory underpinning the political proposals. For that theory depends crucially on the
claim that each person is endowedwith an ineluctablenature which suits them
for a determinate role in the polis, and that role,like it or not, they must fill.
once that nature has been discerned by those whose job it is to identify
people as made of gold, or silver, or bronze-cum-iron, then their lives are
'Myth
of Blood
lmapped out for them. Far from being a propaganda lie, the
iand soil' represents a disturbing truth (witliin the politicd tneory; and one
qwhich will prove important in rny later discussion. But even with that
proviso about what Popper labelled Plato's 'greatest propaganda lie', it is
undeniable that in this second sense too, the polis would count as totalitarian.
2. The Priority Thesis: strong and weak versions
I turn now to the third characterisation of totalitarianism, which I label the
thesis of 'the Priority of the polis over the individual'. A particularly interesting version of this is what is known as 'the organic theory of the state,.
Though a hint of this can be found in Aristotle,T its most famous exponent
is Hegel, and it figures prominently in Popper's hostile discussion of Hegel
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in volume 2 of The Open Society.Hegel's views had an undoubted influence
on fascist ideology, as shown by the following quotations from Mussolini's
'The Doctrine of Fascism':8
1932 essay
Fascismreaffirmsthe Stateas the true reality of the individual. For Fascismthe State
is an absolutebefore which individuals and groups are relative.Individuals and
groups are 'thinkable' insofar as they are within the state.
'has a
Calling the state organic, Mussolini asserts that the Fascist state
consciousnessof its own, a will of its own'. No doubt with some of these
later writings in mind Popper claims that in the Republic we find a view
which
or Leviathan[andwhich] introducesinto
makesof the statea kind of super-organism
the occidentthe so-calledorganicor biologicaltheoryof the state(Popper1966,79).
But apart from reminding us of the fundamental analogy between the state
and the individual, discussed below, Popper offers little hard evidence for
the ascription of the organic theory to Plato. Instead he speculates as follows:
Plato'sholism,I believe,is closelyrelatedto the tribal collectivismmentionedin earlier chapters.Plato was longing for the lost unity of tribal life. A life of change.. '
hasreality,not
appearedto him unreal.Only a stablewhole,thepermanentcollective,
thepassingindividuals.It is 'natural'for theindividualsto subservethewhole,which
'naturalunit' of a higherorder.e
is no mereassemblyof individuals,but a
Later Popper uses a different image, that of the cogs in a machine, to make
the same point.
If the individual is nothing but a cog, then ethicsis nothing but the study of how to
fit him into the whole.lo
What the two images have in common, of course, is the idea that citizens are
not ontologically independent of the state, any more than hands, feet, heart,
and kidneys are ontologically independent of the organism of which they are
organic parts, or than its cogs are independent of the whole machine.
That's the Priority Thesis in its strong version - which, following
Popper, I label the theory of the State as an Organism, or, the organic theory
of the state.
'Priority of State over Individual' thesis avoids
A weaker version of the
the strong ontological claim that the individual ls to the state no more than
a hand or foot to the whole organism. The weak version holds rather that
the individtal ought fo act as though he or she were thus subordinate to the
state.11
On the strong view, the individual's good cannot come into conflict
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with that of the state, for the individual - as a mere cog in a machine, or
an organic part of a whole - simply does not have a good independent of
that of the whole of which he or she is a part. The weaker view, in contrast,
Ieaaesroom for tL'e individual to have a good (as well as an existence) independent of the state; it rules that the state's good ought to take priority
over that of the individual.
Now Popper, I shall argue, accusesplato of both versions; but it seems
clear that one cannot consistently hold both. Whether the inconsistency is
Plato's, or Popper's, remains to be seen. We,ve noted how popper, in the
quotations above, ascribes the strong version, the 'organic theory', to plato.
But many of his complaints assume the weaker version; that is, that plato
makes it clear that the aim of the political and social arrangements of the
ideal polis is that each and every person, be they guardian, soldier or worker,
shall strive to do their best to ensure that the whole city is eudaimTn- is
huppy, well-off. For instance, Popper contrasts ',,the humanitarian,, or ,'liberal" principle that the task and purpose of the state is to protect the
freedom of its citizens' with the Platonic principle 'that it should be the task
and purpose of the individual to maintain, and to strengthen, the ptability
of the state' (p. 94). Elsewhere (p. 89) he claims that pLto used the term
'just'
as a synonym for 'that which is in the interest of the best state', and
again (p.1,07)'The criterion of morality is the interest of the state ...This is
the collectivist, the tribal, the totalitarian theorv of moralitv,.l2
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3. The 'organic theory': for and against
I first ask what grounds there are for discerning in the Republic the strong
version. This sees the polis as an organism, whose citizens are nothing but
its organic parts, with its corollary that the good/eudaimoninof a citizen is
simply a function of that of the polis. r here consider two possible sources,
Book 5 on the best polis being like a person with a hurt finger, and Book 4
on the city-individual analogy (also called the city-soul analogy). I dismiss
the first, and argue that the second tells both for and against, but chiefly
against, the 'organic theory'. Having shown that there are serious problems
in reconciling the 'organic theory' with the overall plan of the Republic,r
move in section 4 to consider the weak version of the priority theory. But
that discussion will force us to recognise,especially in the analogy between
making the polis huppy @udaiman)and painting a statue to be beautiful
(Book 4.419-20), compelling hints of the organic theory. But first, let us consider the texts which might support the organic theory.
Rep 5.462:the best city is most like a single person. socrates to Glaucon:
Is the best governedcity the one in which most peoplesay 'mine' and 'not mine'
aboutthesamethingsin the sameway?(Indeed.)Whataboutthecity that is mostlike
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a singleperson?For example,when one of us hurts his finger,the entireorganismthat
binds body and soul togetherinto a single systemunder the ruling part within it is
awareof this, and the whole feelsthe pain togetherwith the part that suffers.That's
why we say that the man has a pain in his finger ... (Certainly.And as for your
462cquestion,the city with the bestgovernmentis most like sucha person.)(Republic
d)."

eems
rcy is
r the
)lato.

Not only are women and children to be held in commory remarks Socrates,
but in the best city even pleasures and pains are to be in common. Some
may find these remarks chilling, and an indication of the so-called organic
theory of the polis. Btt they strike me rather as a plaintive plea for a unity
of concern which Plato presumably found lacking in the divided Athens
'Wouldn't it
with which he was familiar.
be good it t}:tepolis responded to
the joy or hurt of one of its members as a man does to the hurt of his finger': that's how I read the above passage,not as a heavy philosophical claim
for the polis as an organism.la
A more promising source for the strong version may lie, as Popper him'the fundamental analogy between the state and the
self asserts (p. 79), in
human individual', the analogy which plays such a seminal role in the Republic's construction. But I shall argue that while on one reading the analogp
'organic theory', a
supports the strong version of the priority theory, the
second reading tells equally strongly against.
First: in favour. Recall that the city-soul or city-individual analogy, as
'soul', 'individual' and
developed chiefly in Book 4, goes as follows. (I use
'person' interchangeably,in keeping with Plato's own presentation.)
Just as
the individual soul consists of three parts - the rational, the spirited and
the appetitive part, so the city consists of the guardians, the soldiers and the
workers. For an individual to be just, and therefore happy, the three parts
of the soul must be in a harmonious arrangement, with reason ruling, supported by the spirited part and keeping the appetitive part under control.
Likewise, for a city to be just, and therefore happy, the guardians must rule,
backed up by the auxiliaries, and the mass of workers must simply mind
their own business and do what they are told. Now here is how one might
'organic theory' of
argue that the city-individual analogy supports Popper's
the polis:
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It is not thepartsof an individual person/soulwhich arehappy,but only that which
thesepartsconstitute,viz., the wholeindividual;likewiseit is not the partsof the city
(theguardians,the soldiersetc.)which canbe said to be happy,but only the city as
a whole.To ascribehappinessor the lack of it to a part of the city, to a classor its
members,would be as absurdas ascribingit to onepart of the soul.

mine'
st like

If we take the analogy seriously (this line suggests)it is indeed absurd to
ascribe an independent good, well-being or happiness, to a class or its
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members_onlythewholecitycanbethelocusof'happinessorwell-being.
the
ttrl city-individual anilogy supporting
Looking at it that *uy, *" rini
that
the version
priority
of
.!h"*t.ascription of the ,t#g
.the
readers' we are
"9"'9"
as
But'
city'
on the
makes citizens onafogi*Uy dependent
how
be wrong with that argument' Recall
bound to feel that somlthing must
the
of
parts
makes indiJidual citizens mere
it reached the conclusion ttat
was
it
true individuals in their own right;
organic whole, ,n" Jty, "^J not
It derived a
liky ay.indiaidualpercon(or soul).
from the premise tit'i city is
that contradicts ifs own startingconclusion (there ur" ,,o trle individuals)
a city with its parts, and
similarity b"t
point: the claim t},ui tt "r" is a
"u"r,
its parts'
in individual person or soul with
tells
a second'reading of the analogy
that
saying
by
This is what I meant
be
can't
It
the,state'
so-ca-ltedorganic
equally strongly og'i'tttt"
:I"^Y:i
intheoiy there are.no real individuals
right to say that irr-tn" Republic,,s
of
work is centred around the account
dependently of the loli'', "i;nu.the
contains a very
ts for.an in.diaiduat'TheRepublic
what iustice and h;;;;;tt
robustandsffiking_accountofthenatureoftheindividualPersonorsoul,
and has
rh*ty which is immensely powerfui
the so_callea tripa?ii-;;;i
considerablepsychologi"nilgal]sm'Whateverconclusionswedrawlfromthe
may not conclude
a polis an:d,an individual, we
famous analogy b;:;
merely cogs in a
persons,
t"y,":"
that after ali urere are no real individual
machineorPartsof.apolisasaSuPer-o,gu.i*.r1|eedPopperhimselfaddoes not offer so
,One could
Jefenaifr" vf,w that Plato ...
mits:
;;rt6;
muchabiologicaith"o,yoftheStateaSapoliticaltheoryofthehuman
individual,(p.7g).Ishallsuggestintheconclusionthattheattemptto
evaluatePlato,spoliticaltheoryismadeenormouslydifficultbythetension
in an individuai
of iustice/l"qPT:*
in the Repubticbetween the accounts
cannot
is clear: ihe city-individual analogy
and in the city. n'''t tni' much
polis'
support the organic theory of .the
Hereisasecond'argumentagamstdiscerningint}reRepublicthestrong
citizens
the iersion which holds that individual
version of the pri;ritifi"sis,
subsumed
is
good
i. pttit, and thus that their
are merely
there can't
"rg"*';a;,r"""i
of the potis' Ontl" :t:t"ig version'
within the good, *"uaoi*onia'
and what is
good_fo, the individual citizen
be a confli.t u"t*"ur, *t u, i"
be a conflict between what is
th"'"
good for tnu poti', ^y *o'" ttu"
"u''t creature of which it is a part'
for the whole
good for tn" r,ani ;;'i.;;;;;J
for the
to be just sugh l potential conflict'
But in the ideal state there aPPears
of the indlvidual guardian and
guardians, uut*""'1 tne gooi/haPPlness
good'
Jerui"" to the polis to ensure its
just after elaborating the simile of
we find this in book7, atslge,*il".",
theascentfromthecave,socratesfacestheobjectionthatadisserviceis
donetothephilosopher-guardianswhentheyarecompelledtoleavethe
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pleasuresof pure philosophical study and return to the cave, i.e. take a hand
in ruling the polis. Why is this a disservice?Becauseonce they have enjoyed
the pleasures of pure philosophy after several years of studying mathematics, they will be less happy putting that knowledge to use in governing
the city. Socratesappears to concede Glaucon's complaint that they'll have
a worse life if compelled to take a turn at ruling. He insists that they must
take a turn; they owe it to the polis from which they have received the wonderful education which has extended their horizons. So, if you are a guardian, there ls a conflict between the life that is best/happiest for you as an
individual, and the life in which you do the most you can for the polis.lslf
the Republicis to be consistent, it cannot also hold that no such conflict is
possible.
With these two arguments, we've almost - but not quite - seen the
'organic theory of the state'. I'11return to
last of Popper's much-trumpeted
find a grain of truth in it after examining the grounds for finding the weak
version of the priority thesis.
4. The Priority Thesis: weak version

i
I've argued that the Republicaccords a role to the individual which is in'organic theory', that is, the strong verconsistent with that required by the
sion of the priority thesis. For the organic theory subsumes the eudaimonia
and even the existence of individuals into that of the polis. I turn now to
examine a weaker version. The weak version claims that individuals are required to subordinate their good to the good of the whole polis;indeed that
all the social and political arrangements, especially those bizarre and
restrictive arrangements for guardians, are so designed as to Promote the
good of thLepolis - hence totalitarianism.As I showed in section 2, in many
of his criticisms Popper imputes this version to the Republic,though without
distinguishing it from the strong version.
Here we come to the heart of the debate between Popper and Vlastos.
Popper often suggests a reading according to which the good/eudaimoniaof
the polis is superior to and apparently independent of that of the classesand
citizens which make it up.16Vlastos robustly rejectsPopper's interpretation,
'the whole polis'htemeans simply,'all the
insisting that when Plato speaksof
'the
happiness of the whole polis' he means nocitizens', and hence that by
of
all the citizens. Vlastos writes:
happiness
more
than
the
thing
is theend of all just conductcanbe nothing
[T]hepollswhosehappinessand excellence
but the people themselveswho are its members- all of them in all their institutionalised interrelations.lT

Which of them is right?
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The first round must go to vlastos. He points
out that whenever socrates
is represented as insisting that the aim is
the happiness of the whole polis,
the contrast is not (as popper claims) with
the happiness or uu ,rr" citizens.
The contrast is always with the happiness
of oneoiitlr* subgroupof citizens.
Thus when Adeimantus complaini'@19a) that
what with all the restrictions
in their lives, the guardians will not be very
huppy, so.ruru, replies that
while it wouldn't be surprising if they were
happy like that, nonetheless
we aren'taiming to mlfe any onegroup outstandingly
h^ppy,butto makethe whole
city so, as far as possible(420b).
And vlastos is quite righr 'the whole city, is
always contrasted with one or
other class of citizens; never with all the citizens.
In all the rerevant passages,
the context never suggests a contrast between
making the whole city happy
and making all the classesas happy as possible,
but iather seems to equate
these ideas.18
so, round one to vlastos. But not,I think, the
whole match. while we can
agree with Vlastos that (in these passages)
the good of the poris is not re_
presented as something independent oJ
ttre go"oa or uI tr,! .itrr""r]''r",
rather is equated with it, that does not entirely
settle the issue in Vlastos,s
favour. while r agreewith Vlastos that plato
equates the huppi.,ess of the
whole polis with the happiness of the citizens
or uu th" crasses,r d.isagree
with his assumption that we understand the first
as mere shorthand for the
second. This is the nub of my criticism of Vlastos,
reading-le
It is central to vlastos's view that we (and plato)
kno#what it is for an
individual to be well-off, to-be happy, and
so by aggregating individual
g.ogds or happiner:, *: get the nappiness of
the *nJ[ p"olis,i.e. of alr the
citizens' The view simply becomesilissical utilitarianis*,
o, u near relation,
where the general happiness is merery the
aggregate of inaividual happinesses.To be sure, in the Repubricthis aim_
entiitJgross inequalities oipo_
litical rights, with extreme subjection of the
loweJt, and most numerous,
class.But, claims vlastos, a worker is to suffer
lack of serf-determination ,for
his own good''2' The theory is thus,.on vlastos'reading,
paiernalist, as well
as utilitarian: paternalist insofar as the incompetent
aie'to be treated in a
way- which may counter their wishes but
is for their own individuar
good/happiness, as a benevolent father treats
his children. or again, if any
citizen is asked to endrue a hardship 'for the
happiness of the polis,,this is
to be understood as 'for the aggregate happin"sr
or ax the citizens,. In a
nutshell, vlastos sees the aim ai thal of making
alr the citizens as happy as
Pgs;ibJe,aggregating individual well-being tolorm that of rhe whole polis,
with the subjection of the lowest (and rargest)
class being only a means to
their supposed good or well-being.
But this tame view, I shalr argue, is not what
we find in the Repubric.
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Despite his exaggerated and sometimes inconsistent criticisms, Popper had,
I believe, a greater insight into the true nature of the political proposals than
Vlastos. I consider three main texts, all discussed by Vlastos, to argue for
this conclusion. The first and most important is Book 4.4L9-20,on making a
statue beautiful.
The analogy which Socrates draws with painting a statue forms a crucial
part of his answer to Adeimantus's objection (Rep419a, quoted above) that
the arrangements will not make the guardians very happy. Recall that
Socratesfirst replies that the aim is not to make one group outstandingly
huppy, but to make the whole city so. He continues:
Supposethen that someonecame up to us while we were painting a statue and
objectedthat, becausewe had paintedthe eyes(which are the most beautifulpart)
blackratherthan purple,we had not appliedthe mostbeautifulcoloursto the most
to offer the following defence:
beautifulparts of the statue.We'd think it reasonable
'you mustn't expectus to paint the eyesso beautifullythat they no longerappearto
be eyesat all, and the samewith the otherparts.Ratheryou mustlook to seewhether
we are makingthe whole statuebeautiful.'
by dealingwith eachpart appropriately,
thatr,rbuld
Similarly,you mustn'tforceus to give our guardiansthekind of happiness
4.420c-d).
makethem somethingother than guardians(Republic
The moral of this analogy with a statue is, I think, clear. There are two ways
in which one can make a given part of the statue - say the eyes - beautiful. One is to treat them in isolation and paint them the most beautiful
colour - say purple. But that would be to endow them with an inappropriate
beauty - a beauty which would make them something other than what they
are, the eyes of the whole statue. The other, correct, way is to have regard
always to the beauty of the whole statue, and with that in mind give each
part that colour and shape which will allow it to contribute to the beauty of
the whole statue. The application to the relation between the good or happiness of the parts of the city and of the city as a whole is obvious - indeed
Socrateshelps us by pointing the appropriate moral:
Similarly,you mustn't force us to give our guardiansthe kind of happinesswhich
would make them somethingother than guardians.
He goes on to say how they could dress up the farmers in golden robes and
let them sing and dance and feast day and night, but again (it is suggested)
this would be an inappropriate happiness, indeed, no real happiness at all.
Each of the constituent classesis to be made huppy - oh yes! - but with'
that happiness which it derives from its place in the polis as a whole'the
compare the eyes, hands etc. of the statue. This makes it clear that by
happiness of the whole polis' we are not to understand merely the aggregate
of the happiness of individual citizens. Indeed, we seem perilously close
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once again to what we had almost dismissed, the so-called
organic theory
of the polis.
later passages also seem to require a less benign interpretation
than
vlastos allows them. First, 519e, where the statue pur"rug" just
discussed is
recalled. This time the objector is Glaucon, who once
Xgain is concerned
about the guardians:
Then are we to do them an injustice,by making them live a
worse life when they
could live a better one?
Socrates replies:
You are forgetting again that it isn't the law,s concernto make any
one classin the
city outstandinglyhappy but to contrive to spreadhappinessthroughout
the city by
bringing the citizens into harmony with
oth".'through persuasionand com_
"a.h other
pulsion and by making them sharewith each
the beiefiis that eachclasscan
confer on the community.The law producessuch peoplein the city,
not in order to

fltJ:-fil"?r$lt$";iil:ver

direction
thevwant,
buttomake
useorthemil;l;

This passage,but without the last (important) sentence,is one
of vlastos,
star texts againstPogngr.Heproperly criticisespopper for omitting
from his
translation any rendering of anerois- here ttu*tit"a ,<share>
with each
other'; vlastos translatesit'<imparb to one another,.Vlastoswrites: ,Thus
for them to 'impart benefit to the community' (to koinonaphetein)is ,imto
part benefit to one another' (p. lr).But it is important to read the
whole of
socrates'sreply (quoted above),and to note thit it forms a single period
in
the Greek,though Grube,like other translators,breaksit into two sentences.
It is clear that the rhetorical climax comeswith the declarationof the
aim of
binding the city together; this, not making an the citizens happy,
is what
these arrangementsare said to be aiming a! this it is which is contrasted
with allowing everyoneto do as they choose;this, it seems,is what it
is to
make the whole city happy. In this passage,with its emphasison
the ultimate goal of binding together the city, no less than in thu ,tutr" passage,
Popper's chargesagainst plato's theory of holism, collectivism and indeed
totalitarianism seemnearer the truth tiran vlastos was prepared to
allow.
Finally, a passagein Book 9.590c ff., to which vtastos rightly
draws
attention.2l
Why do you think that the condition of the manual worker is
despised? Or is it for
any other reason than. that, when the best part is naturally
weak in someone, it can,t
rule the beasts within him but can only serrie them and learn
to flatter them? probablv
so.
Therefore, to ensure that someone like that is ruled by something
similar to what
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rulesthebestperson,we saythat he oughtto be the slaveof that bestpersonwho has
a divine ruler within himself.It isn't to harm the slavethat we sayhe must be ruled,
it is better
but because
thoughtto be true of all subjects,
which is what Thrasymachus
for everyoneto be ruled by divine reason,preferablywithin himselfand his own,
otherwiseimposedfrom without,so that asfar aspossibleall will be alikeand friends,
governedby the samething (590c2-d6).
Given that Socrates says that the slave (this is strong language, used of all
those members of the lowest class) is to be ruled by another, but not to harm
'for his own good' (p. 29). And
the slave, Vlastos reasonably claims it is
perhaps it is.22Certainly the immediately following passage,590d,comPares
'slaves', with that of parents visthe law's aim, in controlling the lives of the
'not to harm the
i-vis their children. But note that the expected contrast with
'to benefit' - is not made explicit; instead, the rhetorical
slave' - viz.
'that ... all will be alike and friends'.
climax comes with the stated aim
Though it carries less weight than the previous passages,this text reinforces
the impression that unity and harmony take pride of place as the aim of the
'making all the classeshappy', is
political arrangements; that this, and not
the most revealing account of the aim of making the city huPPy'
All parties would agree, I think, in ascribing to the Republicsome weak
version of the priority thesis. For Vlastos the claim of the weak version: that
individuals should act for the good of the whole polis, amounts merely to the
'contribute to the happiness
thesis that the individual should do their best to
and excellence of everyone in the polis' (p. 1.8).I have argued that close
attention to the texts suggests a subtly different analysis.
5. Drawing the threads together
'organic theory'
In section 3, I argued that the Republic canrtot maintain the
consistently with other important themes, notably the prominence of the
idea of an individual person and the inquiry into what eudaimoniais for such
an individual. In section 4, I then turned to an alternative, weaker, version
of the Priority thesis, one which forms another strand in Popper's critique.
This included the implied charge that when Socrates insists that the aim is
to make the whole polis happy, he is making the eudaimonia of t}:repolis
independent of and morally prior to that of all the citizens, such that it
wouldn't matter if the citizens were unhappy so long as the whole polis is
huppy. While I accepted Vlastos's demolition of the case for reading that
view into the Republlc, I disputed the benign and anodyne reading
('paternalist utilitarian') that Vlastos offered in its place, when explicating
'making the whole polis happy'.
the oft-repeated aim of
Where does that leave us? Let AL be the aim of making the whole city
huppy and A2 be the aim of making all the citizens huPPy.
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I agree with Vlastos that plato's discussion suggests that Aj. cannot conflict with, but is in some way equivalent to, az. nut I dispute his thesis that,
for Plato, A2 is the more basic, more explanatory way of stating the aim. A1
does not, I believe, simply reduce to A2, and our beit understinding of ,{1
is not in terms of A2; if anything the reverse is suggested by the statire passage (419-20) and its companion passage at 5l9-20.-Furthermore, these tlxts
suggest that 41 is illuminatingly redescribed as the aim of harmonising,
binding, unifying the polis. But then have we not now come full circle ba&
to the organic theory? - at least insofar as it maintained that ttre eudaimonia
of the citizen could not conflict with that of the polisbutmust be understood
with reference to it.
My answer is that both themes, one conflicting with the organic theory,
and one in harmony with it, can be found in the work. As I iave already
indicated (section 3), the'organic theory'is inconsistentwith the overall plan
of the Republic as an inquiry into what justice and, eudaimonia are for an
individual Person; it is also inconsistent with the strongly individualistic
€rnswergiven to that inquiry, whereby justice, and hence eudaimonia,for the
individual is a matter of the internal harmony resulting from each part of
thesoul playing its proper role. But when we focus on thl ,political, sections
of the work, there are indications both for and against the ,organic theory,,
with its subsumption of individual eudaimonia into that of thi potis.
This comes out most clearly when one considers separately the guardian
class and the lowest class. (It is unclear what should be said abouithose in
between, the auxiliaries.) If we consider would-be guardians, there is a
difficulty maintaining the organic theory, as it is cleaithat each of them in
their own right has a possible eudaimonin- viz. a life spent in abstract
studies - independently of that of the polis.(Thatis not to siy that someone
could actually be eudaim1nother than rn a polis.) At times, socrates seems to
concede that the demands of the polis should take priority over the individual guardian's eudaimonia(as vlastos, but not Irwiry agrees); and I,ve
argued that the demands of the polis do not simply reduce to those of the
aggregate individual happiness of all the citizens. But at other points, particularly in tl-re-statue passage, a different picture is suggested. The apI
i propriate, and thus the only FuS eudaimoniafor each type of person is
to live
the life in which they make their naturally fitting Jorrtrib,rtion to the ezdaimonia of the polis, just as the appropriate beauty for an eye is not to be
painted the most beautiful colour absolutely, but is that which allows it to
contribute to the beauty of the whole statue. On this reading, true eudaimonia
for a member of any class is to live a life in which they coitribute the most
their nature allows to the polis. And for membets of th" lowest class, I
suspect, this is the only eudaimonia of which they are capable. There is
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nothing which can count as individual eudaimoniafor a worker other than
a life so ordered that they make their (largely negative) contribution to the
polis, for members of this class lack the inner control by reason which is a
condition of the possibility of individual eudaimonia.with respect to the
workers, then, the 'organic theory'with its implications for what counts as
being eudaimdnmay be close to the truth.
Popper's study does not display much interest in the account of individual justice and eudaimoniain the Republic;rather it focussesattention on
the political proposals. Though Popper's unqualified ascription of the 'organic theory' to Plato cannot be accepted, I have argued that strands in the
'political'
parts of the work suggest it more strongly than Vlastos was prepared to allow. And where Vlastos saw, in the arrangements for the men
and women of the lowest class, a misguided paternalism designed to promote their individual eudaimonia,I am more convinced by Popper that the
only eudaimonia conceivable for members of this class would be, in effect,
their playing their part like good cogs in the great machine.
Notes
1. Already in 1972Leonard Shapiro in his monographTotalitarianism
reported
criticismsthat totalitarianismwas a misleadingand out-of-dateconcept.Though
he rejectedthat view, his own analysisof the concepttied it so closely to the
threetwentieth-cenfurymovements,Fascismunder Mussolini,NationalSocialism
under Hitler and Communism under Stalin,that the idea of applying it to Plato
would have seemedabsurd.
2. Popper's The OpenSocietyand its Enemieswas first published in 1945.All referencesare to the revised,fifth, edition of1965. References
to Vlastosare to the
original publication,North 1977.The essayis reprintedin Vlastos1995.
3. For instanceby J. Annas 1981,188;C.C.W Taylor 1986,15-20;A.W. Price1997,
407-8.On Taylor,seefurther n. L1,on Price seen. 1.9.
4. I make no attemptto defendPopper'sinterpretationof Platoas 'historicist'.
5. Neither Poppernor Vlastosshrankfrom the assumptionthat in the lines assigned
to Socratesthey could discernPlato'sown beliefs,principles,assumptionsand
proposals.This is not the time to debatethat view.
5. Popper ch. 8, especially139-41..
7. PoL l'253a19-29:
t}:.epolisis prior in natureboth to the householdand to each
individual, as the whole is prior to the part, cf. the living body vis-)-vis the
hand. Every individual, unlessbeastor god, is a part of thepolis,which aloneis
self-sufficient.
8. In Lyttleton1973.The first quotationis from p.42,the next two from p. 53.
9. Popper1966,80.Popperallowsthat'Plato doesnot defendthe [organic]theory,
and indeedhardly formulatesit explicitly' p. 79.
10.Popper 1966,1,08.Though the point is here put hypothetically,it is clear that
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Popper holds Plato to accept the hypothesis. Compare 'For the cogs in the great
clockwork of the state can show "virtue" in two ways. First, they must be fit for
their task ..., and secondly they must be fitted each into its right place and must
retain that place' (Popper 1966,107-8).
11. Though I label it weak, this version is in another sense more extreme in its implications for the subordination of the individual, as suggested by C.C.W.
Taylor's enlightening discussion (Taylor 1986, 6-8). In sec. 4, however, I reject
Taylor's conclusion, following Vlastos, that the polis is totalitarian in only the
mildest sense,whereby 'the polis is an organisation devised with the paramount
aim of promoting individual eudaimonin' (Taylor p. 17).
12. Later Popper makes a different claim again ; he writes of 'Plato's declaration of
his wish to make the state and its citizens huppy' (p. 170). Cf. (p. 171) 'There is
no reason to doubt that one of his most powerful motives was to win back
happiness for his citizens'.
13. All translations are from Grube, revised Reeve, 1992.
14. Aristotle criticises the Republic'sclaim at this point (Pol. 1261b),in spite of having
earlier written of t}:repolis as having the priority over a citizen which a whole
organism has over a part such as a hand (cf. n. 7).
15. Some recent writers interpret this passage differently. They insist that since Book
4 has argued that the just person is thereby eudaim1n,and since it is said to be
a just demand on the guardians that they spend part of their lives ruling the
polis, therc cannot be a conflict between the just course of action (part-time
ruling) and that which is best, i.e. happiest for the guardians. See, for instance,
Irwin 1995, 299-317.But the text strongly suggests otherwise; Socrates' reply is
not: since ruling is the just life, it is also the happiest for them. His reply is: our
aim is not to make one group huppy (so, even if it is a less happy life than they
might otherwise live) guardians must do the just thing and spend part of their
lives less well for themselves, but in the manner that is for the good of the polis.
16. Popper does not explicitly claim that the polis can be eudaimdn without the
citizens being so, but implies it. Aristotle, Politics 1264b16, seems explicitly to
charge the Republic with the thesis (which Aristotle considers false) that a polis
can be huppy without all or most of its citizens being huppy.
1.7.Vlastos 1977, 1,4;see also n. 94 p. 26.
18. As well as 420b-21,c,see 462-66and 519-20.The first and last of these are discussed further below.
1.9.Vlastos's interpretation on this crucial point is acceptedby the authors cited in
note 3. A.W. Price 1997, 407, defends this reading thus: 'Plato inclines rather to
translate out talk about a city in tbrms of its citizens (as when he derives any
quality of a city from its citizens, IV. 435e1-6)'.But Price's general claim - that
Plato derives any quality of a city from its citizens - is false, as t}rreRepublic's
account of what it is for a polis to be just clearly indicates. The claim at 435e1-6,
that the 'kinds and characters' found in the polis must come from the citizens, is
confined to motives and tendencies (cf. Irwin L995, 230). So, as Vlastos recognised, only attention to the texts where the aim of 'making the whole polis
happy' is discussed (and not a purely general argument about the application of
predicates) could show that it is to be explained as 'making all the citizens
huppy'. I argue below that Vlastos fails to show this.
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20. p. 29. The labels 'utilitarian' and 'paternalist' are my descriptions of Vlastos'
reading, not his own.
21. pp.28-31. Vlastos notes the extraordinary conjunction of claims, that the members of the lowest class are to be both slaves to and philoi of the best type of person, the guardians.
22. The phrase Grube translates 'it is better for everyone to be ruled ...' may bei
taken to mean,'for each perso& it is better for him/her to be ruled ...'. But it can
also mean'it is better (impersonally) that everyone be ruled ...'.

